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Ranger Shoes
by Kerckhaert
Ranger shoes by
Kerckhaert are now
available in Ranger
Plain, Lite and
Lite Rim.

Champion Titanium Shoes
These shoes are lighter, and wear
longer, than steel.  A good choice for
English horses.

Kerckhaert Purchases
Diamond from Apex
Spanish Lake has not
carried Diamond
horseshoes or farrier
tools for many years
because of the lack of
interest by our
customers.  Farriers
complained of the poor quality of both
the horseshoes and the tools.  We view
the purchase as very good for the
industry.  Kerckhaert quality and
distribution will likely result in
excellent products for farriers.

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop
should have Diamond products
in stock by December.
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The Importance of
Evaluating the Horse

Download past issues of 
"SHOP TALK" and

“THE NATURAL ANGLE”
at www.spanishlake.com

Most farriers and veterinarians agree the most important part of
horseshoeing is proper hoof trimming.  In order to provide a horse
with the proper hoof trimming the farrier must do a thorough
evaluation of the horse, limbs and hooves.  

This video covers the importance
of evaluating the whole horse,
including gathering information
from the primary person
responsible for the horse.

Evaluation prior to trimming
and/or shoeing also requires a
strong working knowledge of
equine anatomy.  Professional
Farriery is much more than
nailing a piece of steel to the bottom of each hoof.  True professional
horseshoers continually study their trade by reading, attending clinics
and conferences and using the internet to find videos like the ones
presented in our newsletter Shop Talk. 

Several companies who manufacture or distribute products for
farriers regularly post educational videos for horseshoers.  Farrier
Product Distribution, Delta Mustad Hoofcare and Vettec are three
such companies.

I hope you take advantage of these educational videos.

Watch a Video

Here is a video from FPD,
Examination and Trim of the
Front Feet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zf
LL72T-7QY&feature=youtu.be

Videos from Past
Issues of  Shop Talk»
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Delta Mustad Hoof care (October 2014
http://www.spanishlake.com/eNewsletters)  

Vettec (March 2015
http://www.spanishlake.com/eNewsletters).   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfLL72T-7QY&feature=youtu.be

